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FUSE Fills Void with New Service for Independent Directors of Fund Boards 

Business Intelligence for Fund Boards Heightens Understanding of the Advisor’s Business 
 

January 7, 2020, Needham, MA – Independent fund directors rely on external sources for operational, 
accounting and legal expertise. Business Intelligence for Fund Boards, FUSE Research Network’s new 

service for independent directors, fills the void of objective business expertise that is needed to fully 
understand the competitive environment in which their advisors operate. Business Intelligence for Fund 
Boards delivers customized insights into issues such as pricing trends, product line marketability, 

distribution effectiveness and M&A implications, as well as research on a wide array of internal board 
matters (i.e., composition, committees and compensation). For the first time, independent directors will 
be able to incorporate into their decisions an external view of the overall health of the investment firms 

that serve their funds and their shareholders. 
 
“In our meetings with dozens of fund boards over the last two years, it became clear that today’s 

independent directors seek ongoing education on a broad range of business issues. Existing board 
service providers have been reluctant to deliver insights and guidance that might initially be seen as 
controversial,” offered Neil Bathon, Managing Partner of FUSE Research Network.  
 

FUSE is willing to fill this void by tapping into its extensive experience working with asset managers to 
customize a deliverable based on the specific needs of each group of independent directors. FUSE has an 
established presence servicing fund boards, having completed 15(c) work for more than 2,500 funds 

over the last five years. In addition, FUSE (and the predecessor FRC) has provided strategic direction and 
tactical guidance to more than 100 asset management firms over the last 30 years. 
 

“There are an increasing number of market risks threatening the viability of fund managers: fee 
compression; margin pressure; growth of passive; net outflows; limited access to distributors.  FUSE has 
an established practice in delivering unbiased research on industry trends and insights on how to 
successfully navigate marketplace challenges. The presence we have carefully developed resonates with 

fund boards as they seek highly reputable partners with established credibility,” said Sam  Campbell, 
Partner of FUSE Research Network. “Our ongoing interactions with a comprehensive network of 
advisors, distributors, service providers and other boards offer a unique input to any board’s risk 

management process. Ultimately, we help fund directors make better informed decisions for their 
shareholders.”  
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For more details on Business Intelligence for Fund Boards, please email Jason Heinhorst at 
jheinhorst@fuse-research.com or call him at (720) 221-5223. 
 

About FUSE Research Network LLC 
FUSE was launched in 2008 with the view that research and consulting support for firms operating in the 
collective fund space had failed to evolve with the changing needs of firms and a more complex 
operating environment. The future competitive setting will demand that firms make important business 

decisions within shorter and shorter timeframes. 
 
In order to support clients in this setting, FUSE provides a dynamic research platform that covers our 

clients’ current and future decision areas (strategic and tactical). Our goal is to become an invaluable 
business partner through the delivery of highly informed and forward-looking recommendations that are 
among the critical inputs our clients need to optimize results.  
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